V AMS TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 7 (Revised) The solutions of the Direct and Inverse Geodetic Problem are presented in forms which are adaptable to desk calculator and to electronic computer.
The maximum errors in the solutions due to the omissior of higher order terms have been determined and are presented in tables in the Appendix. These tables will enable the user of the solutions to decide whether the accuracy requirements can be obtained with or without the higher order terms. These higher order terms have been derived and are presented herein. formulas are given. The final non-iterative formulas have been extended through terms equivalent to the second, fourth and sixth powers of the eccentricity of the spheroid, and therefore, may be shortened according to the required accuracy.
DIRECT AND INVERSE SOLUTIONS OF GEODESICS
The solution, which requires no special purpose tables, is accurate to At. 1-ast the tenth der-4-1 place of radians for f--azimuths and the arc distance. If the final formulas are shortened to the second and fourth powers of the eccentricity respectively, the results are accurate to seven and nine decimal places of radians respectively, even for distances circumscribing the earth.
In Section IV the formulas for the solution of the Inverse Geodetic Problem have been adapted to electronic computers. These formulas were derived from the basic formulas of Section III. A solution of the Direct Geodetic problem is given in Section V.
The formulas are adapted tu eloctronic computers.
SETION III.
A •., -r.
Lpt it te assumed tha.t the true value ofAis known (that is, ;r, wnlue that would result from an infinite number of Helmert ap-
• rnxarLations) and let this true value bo reoresented by the given ,11*).-'1,lite d-fference of lon-itude on the spheroid plus a quantity x c3 which will be determined later.
Thus:
It will be evident, later, that x is a very small positive quantity of the order of e 2 , and therefore well suited for setting up a convergent nower ser-es in x for each expres'ion contained in the Ifelmert procedure. For example, from the above assumed equation, the following is derived:
There is thus available, At the outset, a series for the true cos A with which to beg.in the F-elmert solution and develop it in noo:er series In x in its entirety. The process consists of substitutinr each new series into the succeeding -felmert exnressions As renuired. 7oi convenience, the fcllowing idditional notation will be used: (/n~) i~re sin rsin (10o- Ly replacing T coso with its corresnonding powver series, the above equation takes the following quadratic form:
for which the reouired volution o f x to the proper order is
Finally, substituting for Qj, Q2 and Q3, produces the follorirp end The above rigorously developed expression is completely non-iterative, since it requires only the given snhero:Ldal longitude. It therefore nerzits a direct evaluntion of the ultimately true A (that is, L + x), extended in this case throuph terms equivalent to the e, and e 6 order consecutively, in accordance to the accuracy tYat may be desired. Thurtlermorer it represents the algebraic solution of the hitherto unkowm quantity x used in the power series version of each of the intermediate Helmert expressions.
Determination of Geodietic Distance and Azimuths
The non-iterptive exuression that has been developed for x suggests at once a numerical solution of distance -nd azimuths wherein, usinjý the resulting true value of A, only a single evaluation of FPemert's orivinal fcrmiulas is necessary. An illustrative example b. such a prcoedure is given in pavb@gWA ¶.
On the other hand, instead of reverting to functions of the true A, the di stance ancl azimuths themselves can be exoanded noniteri-ively into pover series of x with coefficients in terms of the given srhernidal difference of longitude. This is accomplished belcw,-hut linmited to the eL order of accuracy, since this manner 
I.-02 
Cther Non-Iterative Solutions
The distance and azimuths by the oripinal Helm-t method are essentially functdons of elements in the followdrg, spherical triangle:
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The accuracy of geodetic distances computed through the 02, e4 and e 6 order for very long geodesics is within a few meters, centimeters and tenths of millimeters respectively. Azimuths are good to tenths, thousandths, and hundred thousandths of a second.
Further imnrovement of results occurs for shorter lines.
SSome of the terms in the sample solution of rarr-riph 7 have been prouped for ease of computing by desk ualculator. For electronic comuterr, hoviever, the terms are best left in series form, thus being ideally suited to adding or removing them according to accuracy requirements.
I0. Antipodal Points
In the various series that have been presented, I renresents a snherical arc distance which Naries from 00 to 1800 and even to 3600 according to whether the meodetic line is very short, half around the earth or completely around it. At these specific instances, quantities such as csc j, cot f, and P approach infinity. For the case of the very short lines, this condition is equalized Obtain tan (or cot) of B 2 from its relation to tan (or cot) of62.
Obtain B 2 , which ranges from -900 through +900 and takes the sign of its tan (or cot). 
